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This is the first hearing of the Subcommittee on Public Utilities
Commission Reforms. The Subcommittee was formed in December, 1993.
The purpose of this hearing is to discuss the agenda for the
Subcommittee and to consider the activities of the Advisory Group
formed under the aegis of the subcommittee.
The Subcommittee was formed for two related reasons. The short-term
impetus was a major controversy over a PUC decision concerning
telephone rates and competition (known as the Implementation Rate
Design, or "IRD" decision).
In that situation, the PUC was accused
of allowing high-level telephone company managers to write major
portions of the decision, resulting in a potential windfall and
competitive advantage for the local telephone companies.
Further,
there were allegations of abuses of due process, denial of public
access to the decision-making process, and other process abuses
related to the IRD decision.
In October 1993, the Committee held a Joint Hearinq with the
Assembly Utilities and Commerce Committee on "Improprieties in the
PUC's Toll Rate Decision." (see attached Background Paper)
In this
hearing, the Committee heard testimony detailing the concerns about
the specific case, as well as a number of proposals for reforms of
the PUC process. The Subcommittee may want to address specific
Legislative remedies to ensure the improprieties in the IRD case do
not recur.

..,.a::.. . •

The second rationale for the the formation of the Subcommittee
involves a longer-term concern over the fairness and appropriateness
of the current PUC process, and associated organizational structure
issues. A number of bills in recent years have attempted to reform
individual practices, including imposition of ex parte rules,
allowing appellate review of PUC decisions, and the formation of a
Division of Ratepayer Advocates. Many of the reforms proposed at
the October hearing address such broad issues and suggest long-term
changes.
(see attached list of proposed PUC reforms)
Two reasons why changes may be needed to the PUC's process and
structure at this time (beyond the IRD controversy) involve market
structure changes and concommitant changes in the nature of public
utility regulation.
In recent years, many new players have entered the telephone, gas
and electric utility markets. Many portions of the market (e.g.,
long-distance telephone, gas transportation, electric generation)
are no longer solely the monopoly province of regulated utilities.
PUC proceeding often involve disputes between competitors, or set
rules for access by competitors to still-existing bottlenecks. In
addition, the addition of new players has increased the need for
consumer protection legislation and regulation (e.g., "900"
services, competitive payphone standards).
Newly-emerging competition has led to increased complexity in PUC
cases, compounded by a need for expedited resolution of issues to
respond to fast-moving market changes.
In addition, the number of
interested parties has increased. Thus, the PUC has experienced new
pressures on its process, most of which was put in place at a time
when utility monopolies prevailed. One issue for the Subcommittee
is whether statutory requirements for PUC processes should be
updated to reflect changing market conditions.
The PUC has turned increasingly to "Alternative Dispute Resolution''
(ADR) processes to deal with the changing nature of business. ADRs
include negotiated settlements, consensus groups, expedited hearings
and similar proceedings. Questions arise about whether ADR
processes afford all parties due process and about how to discern
whether the public intere~t is satisfied. Are legislative or
administrative changes needed to allow proper use of PUC
non-traditional proceedings?
The Subcommittee will need to consider whether proposed reforms
should best be accomplished through legislation, or internal PUC
administrative action.
Some concerns, such as allowing appellate
review of PUC decisions, can only be implemented through
legislation (note that this issue would not come before this
Committee). Other issues may be dealt with either way; in lieu of
legislation, the PUC adopted an ex parte rule in 1991.
A
consideration is that the Legislature does not have direct control
over administrative actions, which may not be implemented in the
same manner or time period as legislation would require.

ADVISORY GROUP
The Subcommittee has formed an Advisory Group to provide input on
PUC process and structural reforms. The Group is made up of nine
knowledgeable and experienced Californians with a wide variety of
relevant perspectives on the issues (see attached roster). The
Group is chaired by Don Vial, formerly a Commissioner and President
of the PUC.
The meetings of the Advisory Group will be open to the public and
will be noticed in the Senate Daily File. The Group held their
first organizational meeting on January 17, 1994 in San Francisco.
Notes from that meeting are attached.
A letter from Chairman Rosenthal to Mr. Vial, and a memo to all
Group members (both attached) outline other expectations for the
Group. The Advisory Group is expected to seek consensus on
appropriate reforms, and provide the Subcommittee with the range of
viewpoints on other reforms when consensus cannot be reached.
The Subcommittee may want to recommend legislation to the full
Committee. To accomodate this, Chairman Rosenthal has submitted two
bills to Legislative Counsel. The first bill (attached) sets forth
several suggested reforms. This bill may be modified to incorporate
suggestions of the Advisory Group. The second bill is a spot bill
intended as a Committee bill, which would be available for
non-controversial consensus items for reforms. A third bill
(attached) was also drafted concerning PUC reform issues that would
not come under the Committee's jurisdiction. Finally, other Members
may also introduce bills on related topics.

CHAIRMAN HERSCHEL ROSENTHAL:
attention.

This is the first hearing -- let me have your

This is the first hearing of the Senate Subcommittee on Public Utilities

Commmission Reforms.

The subcommittee was formed in December to respond to two

concerns that I have, and I'm sure that other members share, one immediate and one
long-term.

The immediate concern is that the PUC was and still is in a controversy

over its telephone rate decision, the IRD case.

In that case, the PUC allowed

high-level telephone company managers to add up substantial portions about major
decisions.

The Commission adopted these edits word for word.

If the decision had not

been rescinded, this abuse would have allowed PacBell and possibly GTE to gain
significant windfalls at an unfair competitive advantage.
In that case and in other cases around the same time, there were other allegations
of abuses involving ex parte contacts, lack of public accountability, and arbitrary
decision making.

The PUC often seems more concerned about the interests of the

utilities it regulates than the public interest.
The full committee held a hearing on this issue in October.

Out of that hearing

came a number of interesting and thoughtful suggestions for reform of the PUC process.
The various reform suggestions lead to the second reason for this subcommittee.
I have long argued that a fair process at the PUC is the basis for making good
decisions.

Without a fair process, the credibility and integrity of the institution

are always subject to question.
Over the years, there have been many decisions that I disagreed with, but I'm
usually satisfied that the decisions were reached in a fair manner.
increasingly concerned that the process needs reform.
several larger questions:

I've become

Beyond the IRD case, there are

Does the current Commission understand the need to adhere to

the law and its own internal process rules?

Can the PUC regain its credibility by

adopting internal management reforms, or is legislation needed to fix the problems?

Is

the nature of regulation changing so that it is now more difficult to process cases
under the current set of laws and rules?

If so, how should the rules and laws be

changed?
These are the questions the subcommittee is now faced with.
recommend to the full committee what legislation is needed.

Our job is to

I hope we can reach a

consensus on appropriate reforms to recommend to the full committee.
An advisory group has been formed to help us consider appropriate reforms.

The

advisory group is made up of nine distinguished members who bring with them a wealth of
-1-

knowledge and experience and a broad breadth of perspectives.

It is a balanced group,

and I look forward to receiving its input and recommendations.
I've sent three PUC process bills to Legislative Counsel.

One is a spot committee

bill intended to include any non-controversial consensus items.

The other two are

recommended reforms intended as a first cut of my views and subject to input from the
advisory group.

The latter two bills, proposals, are

available here today.

Of

course, other members may also introduce bills on related topics.
Today's hearing is a starting point in our process of considering PUC reforms.

We

will start by hearing from former PUC President Vial who is chairman of the advisory
group, and then move on to the current PUC President Fessler.
First of all, Don, I want to thank you for appearing here today.
is for your health.

My first concern

I understand you had a minor stroke last week, and how are you

now?
MR. DONALD VIAL:

I'm recovering, thank you.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

I'm very pleased that you agreed to chair the advisory group.

I could think of no Californian more qualified to head this effort.

As a former PUC

president, you have direct experience with the day-to-day process issues and with the
broader trends in the industry and in regulation.

As a senior advisor to CFEE, you

have the ability to rise above the specific concerns of individual interests and to
bring your expertise to bear considering the broader public interest.
I would appreciate it if you could tell the subcommittee about what happened at
your first advisory group meeting and about your agenda and the schedule to accomplish
your goals.
MR. VIAL:

Please.
Thank you, Senator, and

~hank

you for giving me the opportunity to share

my thinking with my colleagues on the W•)rking group in addressing some very critical
issues that have developed.
The working group met, as you indicated last week on January 17, primarily to scope
the issues and problems that have surfaced and to develop a work plan for addresssing
them and then making recommendations to your subcommittee.

Unfortunately, the 17th was

also the day of the earthquake, and three of our members from the south were unable to
be present.

I polled the other members, and we decided, because of the tight

timeframe, that it was necessary to go ahead and we did go ahead with the meeting.
It was a four-hour meeting, and the bulk of the three-and-a-half-hour meeting was
devoted to the organization of our workload.

The discussion initially was centered on

members• common base of understanding of what the commission does, who the decision
makers are, and how they get information for decision making.
This opening discussion served its intended purpose of bringing into sharp focus
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for the working group how the restructuring of regulated utilities and the regulatory
process itself was creating many tensions within the Commission between staff and
commissioners as well as between the regulated utilities and the CPUC and within the
utilities themselves.

In many respects what's going on is a kind of a traumatic

experience on all fronts.
It was inevitable, we agreed, that the restructuring propelled largely by the
unleashing of market forces in the industry would create many adjustment problems,
problems which in many respects are confronted almost daily both by the Utilities and
the Commission.

Even under the best of circumstances, I would add, and I'm saying this

personally, it should not have been surprising that some major mishaps occurred raising
serious questions regarding the continued viability, responsiveness, and credibility of
the regulatory process and the PUC as a critically important institution in our
society.

So from this perspective, we've discussed at length the very serious

manifestations of these tensions and the adjustment problems, what I would, I'm prone
to call, the "hot button issues".
The working group's reference here was to a number of things, and let me just
enumerate them:

To the many suggestions for reforms brought to our attention by you,

Senator Rosenthal, stemming from your Joint Assembly hearing, Senate/Assembly hearing,
in Los Angeles in October on the so-called IRD Telephone Decision, proposals being
advanced in draft form, reform legislation, which you graciously shared with us to give
us an idea of your advanced thinking, mounting internal and external pressures for
faster decision making, an alternative dispute resolution as manifested in the Public
Utility Commission's en bane hearing on ADR back in October and in staff background
papers, all of which have been made available to our members.

Also, in perceptions of

commissioners that they have been cast increasingly in an appellate relationship to ALJ
staff "decision makers".
the time.

Now these are the hot button issues that you hear about all

Demands to ban ex parte contacts altogether during specific time frames in

the decision-making process, concerns about assigned commissioner ALJ relationships in
the preparation of proposed decisions, including the issuance of alternative proposed
decisions or rulings by commissioners which may in turn raise serious questions about
how the record is being used.

These are all things that, you know, are better upon us.

And finally, among other festering issues and problems, clarification of the
Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act, both in connection with case management and issues
management, as well as seriatim, so-called circumvention of the Open Meeting Law.
Now this is not intended to be a full listing of the hot button issues and problems
that evolved out of the current tensions within the PUC or among the Commission
utilities and intervenors of all stripes.

Reference to them during our discussion was
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in the context of the working group's interests in involving an appropriate framework,
and I want to emphasize, an appropriate framework, for addressing them as structural
and procedural issues and problema linking symptoms to the underlying problema and
avoiding a rush to legislation on possible hot button symptoms that may obscure
underlying problema.

And by this, I mean underlying problems which in turn may have

their roots in poor management or a breakdown in management systems that have worked
well in the past when we had a different form of regulation.
There was much discussion also about whether we should approach structural and
procedural questions exclusively from the mission and the internal operations of the
Commission undergoing change or perhaps also look at some external administrative
approaches which may be coming more relevant as public policy moves in the direction of
deferring increasingly to competitive market forces.

So in this respect, composition

of the working group gives us an opportunity to examine innovative procedures that have
not been explored by the

CPUC.

This latter consideration was left for further

consideration in our deliberations as we pursued the above course that I've laid out in
trying to put the hot button issues in a proper context so that we can refine them and
bring to you some meaningful recommendations.
In short, the main focus of our discussion was on identifying those, identifying
reform issues to be addressed, distinguishing those that reflect a breakdown of the
management systems at the PUC, and I consider some of those breakdowns to be a major
part of the current problem from those requiring other types of intervention.
In our closing discussion, we turned specifically to the elements of a framework
which would be appropriate to refine the issues and/or problems.

Tentatively, we

identified six basic questions which would provide a sound framework for analyzing the
structural and reform issues which we will bring to the subcommittee with our
recommendations.
They are as follows:
One, is how can commissioners effectively utilize their resources, exercise
responsible policy discretion, and make informed decisions?
Two, what is within an individual commissioner's ability to shape the
decision-making process?
Three, how can commissioners follow procedures which give them necessary
decision-making authority without undermining the checks and balances or the
decision-making process; what should the procedures be?
Four, what tools do commissioners have at their disposal, besides the traditional
formal hearing process and alternative procedures for decision making and dispute
resolution that have been developed and utilized over the past several years.
-4-

Five, how should commissioners communicate among themselves, and what are the
necessary public policy constraints on such communications in the decision-making
process?
And six, what should be the relationship between the Commission and the staff,
particularly the division of ratepayer advocates, and how can management systems
facilitate decision-making staff relationships?
The above six-question framework does not necessarily, I want to emphasize,
represent the exact wording that individual members would use to phrase the question,
or the questions.

It was agreed that the working group members would use this

tentative framework to identify how they believe structural and procedural issues
should be identified for further discussion and development of our recommendations.

In

the process, improvement of the wording of the questions may be forthcoming, so I don't
want you to look at them as being something rigid and cast in concrete.
In order for the working group to meet the deadline of having recommendations to
the subcommittee by the end of March, we agreed that the bulk of our work would have to
be done in February.

Tentatively, we have set aside two full days for meetings on

February 7 and February 14.

This will be followed by an additional meet.ing early in

March-- I'm not certain exactly when that will be

to reach general agreement on a

set of recommendations that could be further refined as the subcommittee works out its
own reporting schedule to the full committee on energy and public utilities.
That's basically to give you the conceptual idea of how we're approaching.

You

have appointed a group of people who are extremely dedicated to public trust that the
people of California invest in the PUC, and all of us working with it in the past or at
present feel that there are answers that can make this organization function better.
But we don't want to deal with symptoms; we want to deal with the real issues.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

So you believe that the advisory group membership is diverse

enough to present a wide range of viewpoints on these matters?
MR. VIAL:

Yes, I do.

But because of what has occurred to me, I do need some help

and I would ask •••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. VIAL:

Okay.

We will provide that help.

I wanted another person appointed to become the co-chair with me

because of my reading ability.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

You see, I can only read large type.

In your opinion, what is the likelihood that the advisory

group will reach consensus on any particular reform ideas?
MR. VIAL:

Would you repeat that again?

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Yeah.

What's the likelihood that the advisory group will

reach consensus on any of the particular •••
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MR. VIAL:

I think there'll be a great deal of consensus because I think everybody

knows that when you go through the kind of adjustment problems, or through the kind of
restructuring that has occurred in the regulatory process itself, as we've moved to the
greater use of market forces and pushed the utilities into the restructuring, that
these tensions come to the fore, and there are ways of looking at those tensions in a
way that we can get at the underlying management issues and separating those management
issues from the real issues that may require reform because in the end, the fact of the
matter is that we are changing the regulatory system.

We are moving from a hands-on

regulation, as we discussed earlier, of monopoly utilities, to a market system that is
extremely complex and which in turn generates a new set of problems as you resolve old
ones.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Thank you very much.

Yes, Senator Peace.
SENATOR PEACE:
MR. VIAL:
February.

(Inaudible)

What is your time frame?

Well, we have a tight time frame.

We look at doing our basic work in

Many of the things you are alluding to are policy issues that are clearly

beyond the mandate that you had given us to deal •••
SENATOR PEACE:

(Inaudible)

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
process.

That's why I was hoping that

We may not be happy with any decision.

what we're talking about is

But if it's fair as it goes through,

because that's the point that I've constantly made, the final decision is not something
that I will make for the commissioner.

But the process has to be so that there is a

feeling that everybody got a fair shake at whatever was happening.
MR. VIAL:

I don't really have an answer to you.

issues, just like you are.

I'm concerned about all of these

In fact, if you want papers on this, as I've written, I'd

be glad to give them to you, if you promise to read them.

I have ten pages on

telecommunication policy that you can read.
SENATOR PEACE:

(Inaudible>

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

The subcommittee will meet again in March?

Yes, in March.

Report back, early -- well, they're going to

have two meetings that they've already set for February 7 and 14, with a final meeting
early in March and then a report to the committee, subcommittee. Okay.
Thank you very much.
SENATOR NEWTON R. RUSSELL:

I was unavoidably detained for much of your comments,

Don.
Are you coming at this with the belief that -- it sounds like you are -- that their
market forces need to play.

And if that's the case, then how -- do you have a feeling

as to how much or how little regulation there should be?
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Is that part of your

thinking?
MR. VIAL:

We discussed that in our group, and we wanted to separate, although it's

difficult at times, to separate the policy considerations from the structural and the
procedural issues that you've given us as our mission.
What we have decided is that the nation and the California Public Utilities
Commission have already committed themselves in gas, electricity, as in
telecommunications, to embrace market forces in the regulation of the industries.

That

being a given, it's not in our position there are mandates to say you should do more of
it or less of it.

What we want to make sure is, that as the Commission moves in the

direction of employing market forces, that is, working and reforming and developing the
internal structure to deal with the kind of regulation that goes with the new
competition; and that's a very different kind of regulation, as we're seeing, than
regulation of the vertically integrated monopolies.
So the answer is, we're very much aware of it, but we

don'~

want to get invo1ved in

the bottomless pit of saying you should be doing more or less deregulation or
regulation.

We just simply want the process to be workable with the decision making

that's going on in the Commission.

And after all, these are appointed commissioners.

They are the policy makers, not the staff, in my point of view.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. VIAL:

so your involvement will be to recommend a structure?

We're going to be looking at all of these so-called hot button issues

that I have identified and put them in the context of the six questions that we laid
out, and then we will try to identify the way you should look at the hot button issues
and whether it should be left to internal reorganization, internal reform, or whether
it should be a matter of legislation.

We want to help you do that.

What we are concerned about, is that if you rush to decision on legislation before
this is done, you can in fact do more damage than good, if you go after the symptoms
and you don't understand what the underlying problem is.
Many of the problems, in my view, that has developed are -- stem from the
relationship between the commissioners and those that help the commissioners make
decisions and how they work with those people and how the decisions come forward, how
alternatives go forward, and how the staff is managed to serve the interests of
bringing as much information as possible to the commissioners to make sound decisions.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Thank you very much, Don.

The subcommittee looks forward to

the recommendations of the advisory group.
We'll now hear from President Fessler.
I was glad to hear your statements, both at the October hearing and elsewhere, that
you're committed to maintaining a fair process and re-establishing the credibility of
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the PUC.
You stated on October 6 that all persons in California deserve a public utilities
commission which engages in decision-making, which is not only free of any improper
process but is free of the suspicion that such impropriety might ever exist.

I hope

you still hold those same views.
The PUC, of course, performs a vital government function in the state, imperative
that it remain above reproach in its decision-making process.

I've referred to the

past hearings, and one of the things that I was concerned about was that in corning to
an alternative decision that there was no possibility for anybody to even take a look
at what that was.
I'd appreciate it if you'd tell the subcommittee first what you and the Commission
as a whole are doing to ensure a fair process; and then second, how do you intend to
participate in the Legislature's effort to enact the appropriate reforms?
MR. DANIEL FESSLER:

Thank you.

For the record, I will state that which I hope you

would assume, and that is, the on-going fidelity to the statement that I made to your
committee.

That will be my attitude on the day that I walk out the door and turn off

the light for the last time.
The Constitution of the State of California, Article XII, Section 2d, says that the
California Public Utilities Commission shall have the right to adopt the process and
procedures to go about its business, subject to legislative supervision.

And

therefore, I think that it is very important that I make clear, not only my attitude,
but that of my colleagues, that we are very interested in the work of your
subcommittee.

It is made up of nine Californians of not only diverse backgrounds but

great accomplishments.

It includes two of my distinguised predecessors.

It includes

one of my colleagues from the Davis law faculty who has the distinction of having
served a term on the California Energy Commission.
interested in hearing the recommendations.

It is a body that I will be very

My preternatural preference will be to look

at those recommendations; and to the extent that I find them convincing, move with what
powers may be at my disposition to persuade my colleagues to enact them.
I have a concern about legislation that goes beyond the concern that was voiced by
Chairman Vial.

He cautioned against any premature legislation that dealt with symptoms

but failed to get to the underlying causes.

I would suggest, that if, as a result of

the subcommittee, the inate understanding of the working of the Commission that many
members of the Legislature possess because they have been concerned and interactive
with the Commission for years, if you were to come up with a series of statutes that
sets the process at the Commission and you got it absolutely right, that five years
from now, industry circumstances may have so changed that that which was right in 1994
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could become an impediment to doing public business in 1999.
obviously

Therefore, I will be

the oath of office that I took, which is to bear fidelity to the laws of

the State of California, includes any you may choose to pass.

But it will be my strong

disposition to believe that my colleagues and I have an independent responsibility to
pursue reform at the Commission and that you will look upon our efforts to do that as
cooperation and not competition with anything which the Legislature may ultimately
decide to pursue in terms of a legislative agenda.
At the hearing that you referenced that took place in October, I made a number of
points which I think you would want me to make again for the record.
With respect to the IRD decision, the moment that I became aware of the involvement
of utility personnel, in a manner which, in my judgment, was contrary to what I
understood the rules of the Commission to be, I issued a memorandum to my colleagues
which recommended not that the order in question be stayed, as was the public call, but
be rescinded and nullified.

That was done by the Commission.

I then moved with the support of my colleagues to make an investigation, and I
turned over the investigation and all underlying documents immediately to the Assembly
and to the Senate.

I am not in a position, and it would be disingenuous of me, to come

here and say that I believe that all is as it ought be at the California Public
Utilities Commission because I believe that there are procedural reforms that are
needed.

But I do not question the integrity of the staff of the Public Utilities

Commission, and nothing in my experience in the three years that I have been there
would cause me to question the integrity of any member of the Commission.
There have been mistakes, and there are structural arrangements of the condition
at the Commission.

The mistakes should not be replicated, and the structural

weaknesses should be repaired.

But I want to tell you that I think the record of the

Commission in reacting to a mess that it allowed to happen -- while not redemptive of
the mess having taken place is one that you should be proud of.

And I say that because

any other strategy would be one that you should have drummed us out of office for.

But

it was immediate correction, recission, and disclosure.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

There were at the previous joint committee hearing some

suggestions about some of the things that ought to be looked at.
MR. FESSLER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

And let me just enumerate them, and if you'd like to make

comment, the ex parte rule, the commissioner alternatives, the DRA, Bagley-Keene.
MR. FESSLER:

senator, I don't have a very good memory, so I'll try to take them in

the order that you've given.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

And if you'll help me •••

Ex parte.
-9-

MR. FESSLER:

Ex parte.

which I have supported.

The question of an ex parte rule for the Commission is one

At the time that I was appointed to the Commission, the

Legislature had before it a bill which bore the very impressive sponsorship of the
President pro Tempore, at this august body, which would have enacted a statute with
regard to ex parte contacts.

My plea was that we be allowed to adopt a rule of the

Commission because I did not know what the proper balance would be between sunshine on
the one hand and prohibition on the other.
Obviously, if I could make a point that I hope is self evident, but sometimes in
the rhetoric I think it may be doubted.

The fundamental responsibility of any

California governor is to try to, as terms expire on the Public Utilities Commission,
identify Californians who that governor believes have the integrity, the intelligence,
and the perseverance to enter what Commissioner Vial described as the bottomless pit.
It is then the responsibility of the Senate of the State of California to accept or
reject those nominations.

Once that is done, I assume that the Governor and the Senate

are satisfied that five honorable individuals have been entrusted with these weighty
problems.
The next thing that has to happen is what is the quality, kind, and source of
information that those individuals are going to react to in attempting to seek out the
advantage of the people of the State of California.

Now the ex parte rule has as a

sunshine rule many virtues because it alerts parties who may also want to tell me their
side of the story that there has been a contact and gives a description of what was
discussed, if papers have been left with me, under our rule.

Copies of those papers

are made available for inspection.
I would not recommend that you go beyond a sunshine rule to a prohibition rule
without worrying that you are cutting me off from the opportunity to hear from the very
persons, entities, who are impacted by the decisions that we're going to make and who
ultimately must be trusted to carry them out.
dissension cut off.

I don't want the voices of doubt and

I don't want, if you will allow, I don't want necessarily to

become overly reliant on information that is of necessity processed for me and given to
me by another.

In my former life as a lawyer, that's called hearsay information, and

it is somewhat difficult to be totally reliant on it.
So it is a balance.

I think sunshine is probably the appropriate balance, and that

would be my recommendation to, speaking for myself now, as somebody who's midway
through this sojourn, where you should come out on ex parte.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

In your opinion, is there any point at which ex parte ought to

not occur?
MR. FESSLER:

I'm willing to entertain that there might be.
-10-

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

In other words, in the procedure, somewhere -- I'm not

suggesting •.•
MR. FESSLER:

There has to be a quiet time, I think, for reflection, and I would

applaud the first cut that you have made and the bill that you have put in which does
have a cutoff point but follow that cutoff point by opening and allowing the
commissioners to discuss amongst themselves -- and that is further down the list of
your questions.
there.

But I think that there is a very definite possibility of agreement

And ultimately, I just have one voice in that discussion .

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. FESSLER:

I understand.

But I'll always tell you what is my best opinion, though it may not

be the best to hear.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR PEACE:
MR. FESSLER:

Senator Peace.

(Inaudible)
There's, there is definitely a danger that that could be the result.

And every single actor that you have just described could also be behaving in a manner
that is absolutely honorable.

Yeah.

I mean your use of the word "perverse", I think,

is the operative notion that •••
SENATOR PEACE:
MR. FESSLER:

(Inaudible)
I understand that this hearing -- and I don't know whether this

portion of it, Mr. Chairman, is being shared with other Californians on Cal-SPAN -- but
if it is, the point that the Senator makes that California's 30 to 33 million people,
energy, and telecommunication needs generate the expenditure annually of billions of
dollars and that it is estimated that the Public Utilities Commission makes decisions
with an economic magnitude of between 45 and 60 billion.

And that was the sum of money

that Senator Dirksen said now you're talking real dollars and sense per year.

And with

that type of money being expended by people, there are parties and interests, not a
few, who look at process at the Commission and find means of delaying change that they
find disadvantageous and manipulating.

It will always be the case.

I think that's one

of the great reasons why I keep track of how much longer I will have these
responsibilities because it is a wearisome thing.
Senator Peace, though, on one point, I would want to comment.
administrative law judge to whom you refer.

I know the

He was one of the most able, and in my

judgment, just absolutely outstanding people that worked for the State of California.
The fact that Commission employees are -- but I mean, in reality,

the one mistake, if

it is, on a second-price auction, was originally a suggestion of the utility.
that works out poorly quickly becomes an orphan of an idea.

Anything

But I do keep a genealogy

chart, and I think that it's sometimes useful to go back and say whose idea was this?
-11-

But whatever the idea, if things don't work out, you fix them and you move on.
That individual left the Commission and went to work for a very distinguished law
firm.

I'm sure you don't mean to suggest, because I think it would be utterly at odds

with the facts, that that is anything other than that law firm looking at a very
talented individual who, like you and everyone around this table who work for the
people of the State of California, could make a great deal more money by not working
for the State of California.
SENATOR PEACE:
MR. FESSLER:

(Inaudible)
Because the public expects us to be a watchdog with utilities.

And

your point, which I agree with, is that there are now many other large players and
therefore we have to be·the ••• (gap in tape) ... that police force, Senator, is now
patrolling more neighborhoods.
SENATOR PEACE:
MR. FESSLER:

It isn't just the same old cast of characters anymore.

(Inaudible)
Well, I'll give you one other thought that you might, and I know that

the members of your advisory committee will talk about this.

One of the phenomenons

that we've noticed, because we have this sunshine rule, Senator, that causes me to find
your notion of a

c~toff

point at some juncture attractive, is that the ex parte rules

sunshine has probably resulted in an increase in the volume of individuals who come to
see me, bec.ause what happens is, having discovered that someone came in, other groups
feel that, my, God, my client won't think that I am guarding the interests that they're
-- unless I also make an appointment.

And although those who know me have noticed that

this job seems to have had an effect that I weigh more and have less hair, there's just
a finite amount of time that I've got.
is a critical one.
group to look at.

And so the necessity of meeting with the public

But the time of commissioners is also something that I want your
I know that that is one

I think it's the third question that they

have framed -- how can we most effectively

within the Commission, I am trying to ask

the question:

What is the job you sent me there to do?

I believe the job you sent me there to do is to formulate broad policy.

Hopefully,

I should formulate that broad policy in front of the public sufficiently far in advance
of issue-specific litigant interest questions that those policies are there and people
know what the rules are.

Once that's done, I believe that with policy in front of

problems, if we can get there, that we will have fewer problems, that we can then turn
to a variety of techniques within the Commission to get those policies implemented.
And another advantage, from the vantage point of somebody who serves in the
Legislature, you'll know about the policy before you're dealing with undoing a done
deal, a fait accompli.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Well, that gets me to the next idea.
-12-

For example -- and I'm

not concerned about the final decision of the Commission.
MR. FESSLER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

I am concerned, that when testimony has been taken and reports

to the commissioners is made, that the Commission is able to make changes, and I don't
object to the changes, except that that's never brought to the light of day.
MR. FESSLER:

I agree with you, and I stated so in October.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

So that at some point, it seems to me, that whatever the

Commission's decision is going to be, there ought to be some period of time-- I'm nc1t
talking about a long -- some period of time -- for comments so that people say
people will not be able to say -- but that wasn't part of the testimony that was heard.
This was extemporaneous.
MR. FESSLER:

No.

So that's one of the things that •••

As I tried to state in October, that is an idea that I

personally favor, that if a commissioner sponsors an alternate, which alternate
substantively departs from the Section 311 opinion which the public have had a chance
to see, that it would be wise that there be a period of circulation of that alternate
before we vote on it.
time.

That, I think, will cause one period of incongruity, in terms of

But once we get used to doing business that way, I think it will be better.

Right now what happens is the public does get a chance to comment on a decision.
And as you know, any decision of the Public Utilities Commission is open to a petition
for modification at any time, and so we get petitions for modification; we get
petitions for rehearing.

I think by having the decision out for comment, it is the

most likely one that we would vote on.

But that is one of the reasons why I have asked

for help on this Bagley-Keene matter because I can't be delaying the Commission
business to circulate alternates that have the support of one vote.

Unless I have some

means of knowing, as you must know as the chair of this committee, where the pleasure
of the members are, I can't rationally set an agenda for the public business to be
done.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Yes.

So what do you think --what is it you're proposing then

in terms of •••
MR. FESSLER:

Of the Bagley-Keene Act.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. FESSLER:

Bagley-Keene.

And I might say that I've had a discussion about the Bagley-Keene Act

with all but one of my predecessors trying to ask them what they think.

And each of

them, I think, would tell you upon the most casual inquiry that they found it to be a
very indirect and counter-intuitive way of attempting to go about doing business.
I would like to have you look very seriously -- I recognize that you just completed
a term as the chair of the National Legislative council Energy committee.
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Talk to your

colleagues, please, in the Michigan Legislature.
In 1988, the Michigan Legislature looked at a statute similar to Bagley-Keene, and
they created an exception for what they cal1ed their Public Services Commission to give
the commissioners the same right to meet amongst themselves as was granted to appellate
court judges.

They then said that they would try that for five years; and if at the

end of five years they didn't renew it, the Commission would revert back to the law as
it was.
There's been a lot of discussion today about bipartisanship, has an interesting
genesis.

That was passed by a Republican-controlled Michigan Legislature and signed by

a Democratic governor.

It has just been renewed for an additional five-year period by

a democratically controlled Michigan Legislature and just signed by the Republican
governor of that state.
I would suggest that that statute be something that you look at rather than just an
idea because there are members of the Michigan Legislature, and there are members of
the Public Service Commission of Michigan who can tell you what it was like before and
after.

And they will tell you that there has been a dramatic increase in the

efficiency wherein the Commission directed its staff resources and discharged its
business.

And consumer groups who were originally very skeptical of the Michigan

statute when it was enacted in 1988 advocated its extension in 1993.

The chairman of

the Michigan Commission is an individual that I know by the name of Commissioner
Russell, and commissioner Russell has volunteered to fly here at his expense to tell
you what the life was like before and after.

So that is what I would ask you to

seriously look at with regard to the Open Meeting Act.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

One of the other things that keeps cropping up all the time is

a perception that the ORA is no longer as independent of commissioners as it used to
be.

Do you have any •••
MR. FESSLER:

statements.

I have heard that statement, and I have heard other contrary

I wasn't there before so I can't give you a before and after.

But I

believe that the Division of Ratepayer Advocate is a vigorous, useful part of the
Public Utilities Commission, and I know that many other states, perhaps the majority,
have taken that function and put it in a body that is not part of their Public
Utilities or Public Services Commission.

But I would think that I would ask to be

heard, if you were seriously contemplating doing that, because I would recommend in
this instance a maintenance of the status quo.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR ALQUIST:

Yes.

Senator Alquist.

<Inaudible)

The wisdom of the reorganization proposal, the

Governor's motives in suggesting it, and the effects of the proposal on sound energy
-14-

policy in this state are in my mind very serious questions that have not been resolved
adequately.
There is dialogue, as required, and the Budget Committee

In order

to facilitate these impending discussions and to have a better understanding of what
the organization framework will look like in the next fiscal year, I would recommend
that you delay subcommittee hearings on the CEC, CSLC, and the DOC, at least until the
latter part of the subcommittee process.
In order, in addition to get the attention of the administration concerning the
need for serious discussion, I intend to amend a bill of mine in the Assembly, SB 141,
to include the budget at the Public Utilities Commission.

Therefore, when appropriate,

please delete the PUC budget from the Governor's budget proposals.

Senator

McCorquodale agrees with this suggestion, and I will have the amendments •••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
to that.

I don't know.

Let me move on because I'm not going to respond

I have to think about that.

There has been the suggestion that there ought to be some sort of a review, an
appellate review, or some other court, looking at the final decisions.

Do you have

some comments on it?
MR. FESSLER:

Well, I do.

I had several concerns.

First, I believe that adding an

expanded opportunity for judicial review would have the consequence of rendering the
decisions of the Commission far more tentative in the eyes of the industry and the
actors that must deal with them.
We have very substantial docket delays in California courts.

The recently released

citizens report sought by Chief Justice Lucas suggests that there are very, very
serious problems that the California Judiciary is trying to work on.

One of the

difficulties in exercising appellate review in the way it is done in some states
Illinois being the one that comes most readily to mind

is that the court is invited

to intrude on the substantive judgments made by the Commission.

I think that would be

a terrible idea because I believe that the notion of handing that to a court that has
in the instance of the State Court of Appeals 15 to 16 judges that sits in panels of
three that has all of the other responsibilities of dealing with California's criminal
and civil laws would necessarily compress what is a difficult decision and a difficult
process into something that would be completely epicentered on bottom-line outcomes,
and I don't think you want that.

I think it's antithetical to the development of

long-term stability which, in this era of change, is the one thing that government can
help foster.
If you are very seriously concerned about enhancing review of Commission decisions,
and it is the pleasure of the Legislature and the Governor to do that, I would
-15-

seriously urge that you look at creating some type of specialized judicial tribunal
that would exercise that function and not put it into the hands of a general court
whose basic responsibilities are criminal and civil jurisprudence.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Okay.

Last year, you proposed an option to greatly enlarge

the immediate staff for each commissioner -MR. FESSLER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
you like to comment?
MR. FESSLER:

--·to maintain an independence from the central staff.

Would

Why do you need more staff?

That is one approach, Senator, in my mind, to dealing with what

Chairman Vial identified as the problem of trying to make the commissioners ultimately
interface with the large professional staff at the commission.
At the present time, members of the Commission have two advisers and a secretary.
That is their staff for dealing with the work of the entire Commission.

It means that

most staff members have virtually no interaction with commissioners at all.
What I was proposing was to re-deploy the very talented people who work within the
Commission on a rotating basis, as I have evolved my thinking, so that a commissioner's
office would have a larger staff able to better track the proceedings as they are
ongoing and to be interactive with the Commission than is presently the case.

I think

that the criticism now is that commissioner involvement with decisions is coming too
little too late.
morale problem.

And so I'm looking for means -- it also, I think, would help with a
At the present time, most members of the Commission staff know that

they will have very little opportunity to deal with commissioners.

They will spend

their life reporting to people who report to people who then ultimately report to
commissioners.
There is a tremendous pool of talent in that staff.

And while I know that

hierarchical organizational structures are very useful, having more of the individuals
come

~hrough

the Commission will help me, in my judgment, with a number of problems,

which include the problem of trying to advance people on the basis of merit, of trying
to ensure that individuals reflected a broad cross-section of age and ethnicity, have
an opportunity to advance within the Commission.

And so when I proposed what has been

euphemistically referred to as the larger commissioner office model, it was an attempt
to deal with all of those problems by bringing me into contact with a larger number of
Commission employees on a regular basis.
The idea of rotating them, Senator, has come along later in suggestion with one of
the people of the Commission, and that would prevent the offices from sort of
calcifying into what could be five little duchies.
SENATOR ALQUIST:

Mr. Chairman
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That would not be a good idea.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Yes.

SENATOR ALQUIST:

could I call your attention to the time?

will have subsequent hearings.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

There will be ample opportunity to hear .•.

I have one further question, if you -- you once proposed to

eliminate the ALJ Division.
MR. FESSLER:

I'm sure that we

Do you currently favor this approch?

Well, what I had proposed was that the members of the administrative

law judge division, under this large commissioner office, would be put into 5 divisions
that would work with the commissioners on a more or less permanent basis for that year,
that I would work, let us say, with 5 ALJs rather than drawing among the near 35 that
we presently have and that 5 of them also then be sort of a roving group.

That idea

would have effectively said that we would not need to have a division of the
Commission.
however.

That had nothing to do with eliminating administrative law judges,

It was just the manner in which they would be assigned.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Okay.

I think the hour, being what it is, I want to thank all

the witnesses who have appeared at both of the hearings today.
good information on two important topics.

We've heard a lot of

I hope the PUC will take the first attempts

toward internal reform and will work with the subcommittee to develop appropriate
legislative reforms.
The PUC is an important agency.
a referee to ensure fair competition.

It stands as both the protector of ratepaters and
And in my opinion, it's absolutely essential

that the Commission maintain a fair, publicly accessible process in order to perform
its interests and duties.
MR. FESSLER:

On that point, Senator, we are in utter agreement.

very much for your patience.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

The meeting is adjourned.

---ooo---
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Thank you both
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January 4, 1994
Donald Vial
California Foundation on the Environment and the Economy
50 Osgood Place, Suite 230
San Francisco, CA 94133
Dear Don:
I am pleased that you have agreed to chair the Advisory Group to the
Subcommittee on California Public Utilities Commission Reforms. I
know that your leadership and vision, combined with your knowledge
and expertise on PUC matters, will bring out the best in the
Advisory Group. I look forward to lively debates and thoughtful
recommendations from the Advisory Group.
Attached you will find a roster of all the membe.rs of the Advisory
Group who have agreed to participate. Each is a distinguished
individual who will represent an important viewpoint. As a small
group, I hope the Advisory Group will prove conducive to good
dialogue and creative solutions.
On January 25, the Subcommittee will hold a short hearing to
officially kick-off the Advisory Group's efforts. I would
appreciate it if you could come to Sacramento to participate as a
witness in this hearing, to be held in Room 112 of the state Capitol
at the conclusion of a short 1:30 PM Committee hearing on another
topic. The other Advisory Group members may wish to attend to
observe.

Feel free to contact the members of the Advisory Group before
January 25 to commence meetings. Although Legislative Counsel
advises that the Advisory Committee -- as an informal,
non-decision-making body -- is not covered by the Legislative Open
Meeting Act, a few ground rules would be appropriate to ensure a
proper process:
o

Meetings should be open to the public

o

Meetings should be noticed in the Legislative File

o

Interested observers (utility, consumer, regulatory,
business, etc.) should be given the opportunity to
provide input to the Advisory Group in person and/or by
correspondence

0

There should be an agenda and notes for each meeting

You may want to establish other ground rules as you progress.
I have also attached a partial list of suggestions !or PUC reforms
articulated at the Committee's October hearing on the PUC's
Implementation Rate Design decision, and from other sources.
I
would like to suggest that this would be a good starting point for
the agenda of th~ Advisory Group.
Again, I appreciate your dedication to this important matter, as
well as the diligence and participation of all the members of the
Advisory Group. Please feel free to call me to discuss any matters
of concern. Also, David Gamson of my staff will continue to be
available to assist you in any way you need.
Sincerely,

HERSCHEL ROSENTHAL
Chairman

cc:

Senator Russell
Senator Alquist
Advisory Group members
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SUGGESTIONS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES FOR PUC REFORM AGENDA
(includes both potential in-house and legislative initiatives)
1.

Eliminate utility participation on proprietary teams

2.

Ex Parte:
0

0
0

3.

ban ex parte contacts altogether, or
limit contacts at some other defined point in
certain proceedings
impose sanctions for violations

Allow Appellate review of some or all PUC decisions

4. Require public disclosure andjor comment period for
Commissioner "alternates" before they can be voted on
5. Require at least one Commissioner at each public
participation hearing
6.

PUC resources:
0
0

0

1.

purchase more computer equipment to ensure
modelling expertise
establish regulatory priorities
Provide staffing/functional matches

Strengthen Public Advisor office to "Ombudsman'' (Sec. 321)

a.

Eliminate unnecessary legislative and regulatory mandates
(legislative reports, filing requirements)

9.

Clarify Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act vis-a-vis PUC:
0
0

0

can Commissioners meet one-on-one or in private on
a case?
must a decision be finalized before a vote?
necessity of debate at PUC meetings
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MICH~EL E SHAPIRO
PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT

DAVID M GAMSON
<;ENIOR CONSULTANT
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TELEPHONE: 44S·9764
FAX: 19161 327 7093

10. DRA (Sec. 309.5):
o
o
o
o
o
o

right to appeal decisions
independent budget
same discovery rights as PUC in general
Director appointed independent of Commissioners
provide for a DRA gov•t affairs office
clarify function to include competitive issues

11. Require decision-makers to take periodic ethical training
12. ALJ/assigned Commissioner relationship:
o
o
o

require Commissioners to set forth scope of
hearing up front
extend section 311 to other decisions
require Commissioners to attend at least one
hearing

13. Require all Commissioners to see Assigned Commissioner
Rulings before release
14. Composition of Commission:
o
o
o

Re-confirm Commissioners after three years
No more than three members from Governor's party
allow Governor to appoint President of Commission

15. Require all decisions to be record-based (Sec. 1705)
16. Place limits on number of utility filings allowed over a
particular timeframe
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H E RSCHEL ROSENTHAL
CHAIRMAN

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION REFORMS
MEMBERS:

SENATOR HERSCHEL ROSENTHAL (CHAIR)
SENATOR NEWTON RUSSELL (VICE-CHAIR)
SENATOR ALFRED ALQUIST

JANUARY 14, 1994
TO:

MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY GROUP
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUC R~S

FROM:

SENATOR HERSCHEL ROSENTHAL

Thank you for your participation on the advisory group.
I am
pleased that such a distinguished group has convened to address
the important issues of PUC process and structural reforms.
I
particularly thank Don Vial for taking on the extra
responsibility of chairing the group.
I want to emphasize a few points as you begin to meet.
I hope
each of you ·will not only express the views of groups that you
represent, but will bring your personal insights and expertise
to bear on the issues. A goal of the group should be to come
up with the best recommendations possible, regardless of
source. While consensus would be helpful, the Subcommittee
would benefit most from an open discussion and a presentation
of all viewpoints.
I know there are a number of groups and individuals who will
want to provide input to the group.
I trust you will find a
fair way to receive and consider such input.
The Subcommittee has scheduled a hearing on January 25
(commencing after a full Committee hearing at 1:30) in Room 112
of the State Capitol.
I have invited Don Vial and Dan Fessler
to testify. You all may attend if you wish, but this is merely
a kick-off hearing and no substantive issues will be discussed.
Thank you again for your participation.
to your recommendations.

I am looking forward
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CPUCI
tin line
of fire
Observers
question its
, dealings with
I those it
I regulates
By Ricardo SuadoYal
The California Public Utilities
Commiaaion uaed to be COD&idered
mundane state agency, filled with
brainy technical BD&lyata who occasionally made headlines by shaking a finger at big pa, phoue or
· water companies for charging too
much.
But recent events have vaulted
the commiuion into an uncom1
fortable spotlight.
Legialaton, consumer groups :
and current and former state :regu- !
laton are queationiDg.the intepity ;
of the figurative "fiie wall" once ·
intended to separate the CPUC i
from the big utility companies it'a
supposed to regulate.
Laat week an internal inveBtiption found that a Pacific Bell euc- ·
utive played a aisnificaDt role in
developing a CPUC deciaion that
would have overhauled telephone
rates in Califomia.
Now, The E:uminer baa
leamed. queationa are being raiaed
about aD unespected delay in appointing ageucy judge& to an upcoming case that will aet new rates
for Southern California Ediaon Co.
The delay came after Ediaon aecutivea ezpresaed displeasure with
two appointmeDta that aeemed imminent and offered up namea of
prefered judpa, accordiDg to interview& with CPUC and company
ofticiala.

a
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New scrutiny
ofCPUC

Commisonen andEdiaoD otliciala aclmowledp that then weze
diacuaaions about which judges
ahould or ahouldn't be •Migned to
the case, but they inaiat the COD•
tacta were proper.
Othen aee it differently.
The Edison cue ia "CI'OISing all
tbe linea," aaid Patrick Power, an
energy consultant and one-time
administrative law judge at the
CPUC. "That ia a aignifiamt aample of what's goinc on with the
commiuion. ••• The eeejpment of
adminiatrative law judpa ia a very
important put of the proceaa."
The CPUC seta utility ratea,
moniton service and dictates how
much profit the utility cnmpani•
make. The apncy ia auppoaed to
protect coDIUIIUin from unwarranted rate increaaea.
Administrative law judpa preaide over rate-setting matten and
other utility dispute&. The judpa
recommend actiona that CPUC
commiaaionera eonaider before
voting on iaauea. Their opiniona
uaually carry great weight.
''The (CPUC) haa·done a ROOd
job over the yean. It baa a national
reputation for the way it regulatea," 88id David Oam""D, a COD·
aultant to tbe state Seaate'a Energy and Public Utilitiei Commtitee
headed by Loa Anplea
Henchel JWentha! That committee, and ita Aaaembly counterpart,
will hold hearinp Thuraday in Loa
Angelea to aplore the Pac Bell
incident and the CPUC'a worldnp
inpneral.

I

Democrat

CPUC President Dauiel Feaaler
agreed there "are aome lenona
we've got to learn here." But he
defended his qaacy'a work aa 1101- ·
id.
ia irkaoma to me for people
to uy there ia a problem here; that
it's a system that nma CODtrary to
the public's interest. lt'a not true
and it'a not fair to aay that."
But Peter Arth, the agency's
general c:ounae1. said the CPUC baa
indeed run into trouble: "Thare ia a
perception that cnmmiewigruom are

"'t

spending more time listening to
utilities than to consumers."
Arth headed a team of senior
agency officials who looked into
the recent case involving Pacific
Bell. The team found the commia·
sian's phone-rate vote waa baaed
on a tainted proceaa.
The vote, taken Sept. 17, set
new and higher rates for basic
phone service in Califomia, while
simultaneously slashing toll-call
rates.
The order was rescinded Oct. 6
when it became clear that Gerald
Oliver, a ranking executive in Pac
Bell's regulatory affairs division,
had overstepped an invitation
from regulators to serve aa a "technical advisor" on a team charged
with writing the new phone-rate
decision -the document on which
commissioners had baaed their
vote. !at week's inveatigative report found that Oliver strayed into
"advocacY' in editing the actual
tat of tbe decision.
An indefinite postponement of
the phone·rate deciaion resulted
from that regulatory breakdown.
In the Edison case, it'a too aoon
to tell how serious a problem it
might become for the CPUC.
In that case, two administrative
law judges -Steve Weiaaman, and
Meg Gottstein - were already examining preliminary documents in
preparation for Ediaon'a triannua1
rate-eetting cue. This case ia conaidered c:rw:ial for Edison because
tbe company ia asking for a funda.
mental chanp in the way it ia regulated; a shift that would likely reault in looser monitoring by the

·

·
·

I

'

I
I

,
:
·

CPUC.
Pac Bell ia now under that newstyle regulation, which allows a
utility to spend money however it
pleaaea, ao long aa ita profits don't
aceed a predetermined cap.
Weiaaman and Gottstein would
not comment.
Feaaler and Lynn Carew - the
CPUC'a chief judge and the person

j

who 888igna caaea - uy the ap- ~
pointmenta were put off because it
was too soon to decide. Carew aaid,
however, that abe wu about to
make tbe formal assignment, but
after apeeldng with Fessler decided 1
to_wait_·_un_til_·_tbe_caae
__o_f6_ci_al_ly_be-__

~

gins early next year.
Fessler and Edison spokesman
Lewis Phelps downplayed the company's influence.
CPUC records show Fessler and
his administrative aides had several meetings with Edison officials in
the months before the decision to
delay the judicial assignments was
made in mid-September.
Fessler said he was aware Edison had a problem with the pending appointment of Weissman, because the judge had pl'E'Sided over
parts of the company's failed attempt to merge with San Diego
Gas & Electric Co. and Edison considered him "an obstruction in that

case."

Fessler said Edison's chief San
Francisco lobbiest, Bruce Foster,
then suggested there were "lots of
.other (administrative law judges/
who'd be just as fine."
Foster did not respond to several requests by The Examiner for an
interview.
Fessler said he does not have a
problem with a utility expressing
its concerns about regulatory appointments to commissioners.
"I am not offended by the idea
of someone saying to me 'this is the
person who made life hell for us
last year and we sure don't want to
go through that again,'" Fessler
said.
Edison's Phelps gave a different

version of the company's contacts
with CPUC officials.
He said company executives
discovered one of the judges set to
handle the Edison case - Gottstein - was the rumored future
chief of the CPUC's Division of
Ratepayer Advocates, which routinely acts as the industry's adversary on regulatory cases.
"We just wanted to be aure that
the whole process went forward
fairly for all parties concerned,"
Phelps said. " ... It was not like we
were trying to cherry-pick (administrative law judges) who are favorable to us ... . These were discussions about judges we thought were
qualified to handle a case of this

complexity. . .. We even suggested
to (commissioners) ci_e.names of
some (judges) who have been very,
very hard on us in the past.
"We think that what we did was
reasonable and appropriate - not
clandestine," Phelps added.
Edison officials insisted the
company actually suggested names
of judges at the request of the commission.
Fessler, however, said there
were only general discussions
about judges.
''There may have been a list. but
I don't have a clear recollection,"
added Norman Shumway, another
commissioner visited regularly by
Edison executives in recent

months, according to CPUC records.
"I may have jotted down some
names they mentioned, but they
never submitted a list to me," said
Shumway, who said Edison's actions were innocuous.
"When lawyers go to court, they :
do a lot of forum-shopping,"·
Shumway said. "It is well known
here that some (judges) are liberal,
or conservative; they have biases .
that have been revealed over the ·
years. Each utility has its wish list :
of judges, in this case the wish was
more overt than usual."
But the brewing Edison contro-

versy is not likely to be dismissed ~·
so easily. Sen. Rosenthal, and state
Asaembly Utilities and Commerce i
Committee Chairwoman Gwen•
Moore, are expected to raise the•
issue .a t their hearing next week.
"It is problematic because it im-; ,
plies improper access by the utili-:,
ties," said Gamson, Rosenthal's:
utilities consultant. "It is unrea-•
sonable for utilities to even suggest
which judges should be hearing

their cases."
"For the CPUC to remain the
only authority (on critical utility
matters), it must be beyond reproach," said former regulator Patrick Power. "The appearance of
strong regulation is often more important than the actual regulations
themselves. ••• What these allegations (against Edison and Pac Bell) ,
do is raise questions about the pro- j
cess."
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By Ricardo Sandoval
Of THE EXAMINER STAFF
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HE CALIFORNIA Public
Utilities Commission traces
its roots to 1911, when voters empowered a Railroad Commission to oversee California's
booming rail transit service. It baa
metamorphosed into a 1,000-employee agency responsible Cor overseeing the state's utilities - corporate giants like PG&E, Pacific Telesis and Southern California
Edison Co.
Here are sketches of the five
commiaaioners, gleaned from their
biographiea and interviews with
CPUC staff members and utility
industry analy1itll.
The commiuioners - the agency's ultimate decision-makers are political appointees of either
Gov. Wilson or former Gov. Deukmejian. They are paid $87,000 annually and serve six-year terms..
Daniel feultr
..,. Educ1tlon: Graduate of
Georgetown University's schools of
foreign aervice and law. Graduate
degree from Harvard Law School.
Urban affairs feUow at M8888chusetts Institute of Technology
And Harvard University.
..,. lacklfOUnd: On the commission since 1991. Currently ita preaicfent, overseeing the moat important commission functions and its
monthly meetings.
Fessler has spoken and written
1x~naively on the need to streamint' regulation and introduce mar-

.
·

ket competition into the utUitiea
buainesa.
He co-authored the book, ''The
Wrong Side of the Tracks," in
which he aaid utilities have a legal
and social duty to aerve the public
in "an equal, adequate and nondiscriminatory manner."
P1trfcM M. Eckert
~ Educ.Uon: Business degree,
Paraona CoUege, Iowa.
Loyola Marymount University
Law School graduate.
~ B•ck&nud: Deukmejian-era
holdover appointed in 1989.
Before joining the commission,
Eckert ran a buaineaa, tax and real
estate law firm. She specialized in
caaea involving government defenae contracting and hazardoua
waste iaauea.
Formerly on the state's Dispute
Resolution Advisory Council,
which promotes the uae of private

mediation inatead of costly court trate the deregulation of the nation's aavinp and loan industry,
trials to aettle civil diaputea.
Conaidered knowledceable on and that he advocates deregulation
the future of regulation of the tela: of the utilities buaineaa.
communication and energy industries. Critics aay abe is too oriented P. GreprJ Conlon
~ Eduutloa: Undergraduate
toward unfettered utility businesa.
degree, accounting, University of
Utah.
Norm1n D. Sbumw•r
Executive Education Program,
~ Educ.tlon: Political science
Haaa School of Buainesa at UCdegree, University of Utah.
Hastings CoUege of Law gradu- Berkeley.
ate.
~ B•ckeroand: Appointed by
~ 11ck1roand: Appointed to Wilson this year. Conlon spent 30
CPUC in 1991 by Gov. Wilson af- years auditing telecommunications
ter a lona leJislative career. He and energy company books while
started as a San Joaquin County at Arthur Andersen & Co. - a
auperviaor and moved on to Con- career interrupted by a three-year
greas, where he was a ranking stint as an Air Force pilol Very
member of the House Banking, Ag- active in education reform in Caliriculture and Maritime commit- fornia.
tee&. He lists aa accomplishments
Consumer groups grumbled
legialative initiativea on banking about his appointment becauae of
deregulation, agribusiness and hie history of defending utility
ocean poUution.
company expenditures before the
Critics say he helped orchea- CPUC.

Jeue J. KniPt Jr.
Edacdon: Undergraduate de
pee in psychology, SL LouiS Uni·
versity.
MBA degree, University of
Wisconsin.
Fellow at the University of Madrid.
~ B•ckeroaad: Knight, who
joined the CPUC in September, is
a marketing veteran who rose
through the ranks and became a
aenior marketing director at Castle
& Cook and ita Dole Fooda subsidiary. Fluent in Spanish, Knight focused for a time on the company'a•
beer and soft-drink distribution
buainesa in Central America.
Knight is also a former market- .
ing executive with the San Francisco News Agency. Moat recently, he·
was senior vice president of the
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.

Pacillc BeU ol!lclals aided· the

Revamp
of phone
fees hits
a·snag

Public •Utilities Cl)mmisalon (PUC)

$taff during the night of Sept. 16·as
it feveriahly worked to complete
the complex ruling before commis·
sionen vot~:d , the next momin1.
Some 'taff membera say the phone
officials lobbied !or changes. al·

Sect. 2 9 ,

:. 9 9 3

thougtfthe.ii'o(ticial role was only to
provide rate and fmancial ir•fnrma•
tion.

The PUC wiU vote next WeclneQ.o
day on whether tc poatpone imple·

mentation of competition and new
rates on Jan. 1.

JC the commiscton decides to
poatpone its decision, . Califom11
phone customers will have to wait
for toU-call rates to drop by as much
per~cnt.

By JAMES W. CRAWLEY

.as . 50

Suff WrHer

monthly charges are set to,rtse by
more than 50 percent, from $8.35
to $13:
. The PUC'a Sept. 17 ruling also
: allowed long-distance companies to ·
:directly compete againet Pacific:

The· PubUc: UtillUea Commiaalon
(PUC) may put on hold lta revamp
of Cali!oroia'• telephone ratu.as It
probes aUH&tions that Pacific Bell
official& hetped write the reruiatory

SAN DIEGO C:JION/
TRIBUNE

He wever;. b11sic

decision.

~ naulltory rullns woUld set
the ttaae lor more competition, but
bl&ber
phone rate..

ba•

PUC
Pacific Bell involvement
in deolsion q,uestloned
Conttnued from c- 1

BeD for taU e.aU. of more th.tu 12
miles - a $2 biDiaft tNlual rnarket.
Padtic Bell 'trill comply 'Mth any
PUC ~ate, but pb.oa• wnpaAY VIce
President John Gueldner .aid: "We
f~el there' a no story here.• ·
Pacific Beu•a involvement baa
raised questions from a prominent
~tate aea.acor, PUC ataff members
and a consumer watdldog group.
On Monday. Sen. HerKhel RoS~:nthal, D-Los An~reles, c;alled for

an Internal Investigation by the
commission. Tbe PUC 1eneral
counsel, the asen~·a top adminis·
trative judge and a division head
wer• el2oliated )'nterday to probe
allegations,
Commissioner Norman Shumway, author of the nte dedsion,

placed the postponement vote on
the commisaion atencSa yestarday.
However, it was Shumway that

may have put the commialion 1n a

regulatory quandary.

At ShumwaY• request, 18 daya
before she rullDa. Pad11c Bell manacer Jerry onver wa• fDcladecl oa a

---

SeA PUC an Page C-2

te:un of phone company employees However. becauae

of nOa.di.dowho bell)ed ND Padfic BeU comput· · aure agreements, Oliver and other
er programe that calculated 'ratea phone em~,..es helpiq tbo PUC
and revenue. · The employees . ca!lnOt reveal their convenatianJ ·
~faned non-dlsclosure agreements to Pac:ific Bell, reponen'orinvestiand were to aive technical help on• pton. Gueldner llid.
ly.
•AJ.li am aay It· (Oliver) under·
. But OUver alao served u .Pacific. atoocl What tbe. rules wue,• Guel-BeU'.t . lead policy wimeas durilll du added. "1 dOli'& know wh&t'a
w~ of hearings on the rates. ~a Improper about this:
he reporta to Gueldiser, PaQfic
He repeatedly reminded report·
Bell's regulatory vice pruicltftt,
et1 duriar a telephone briefin1lhat
Oliver bacl · nine contact~ with PUC omaals aaked for Pldfte Ben I
Shumway aide Phebe Greenwood wletance.
!
durina the five days betore the rate
But many PUC staff membcn :
decision, according to reca:ds flled have been indipant about Pad&
by Pacific BeD. Thm: of those con- BeD'• help. One ataff member, wno
tacu were made in the final hot1r1 aaked no' to be Identified, &aid
be!ore the commission vote.
phone company officials never be-

Gueldner said yesterday he had fore have been allowed in the PUC
spoken briefly with Oliver, who de- buildinf the Dilbt before &a Jmpornied lobbying PUC $taft memben. tant ciecitiocl;

•...

PUC hangs up to -ca compe

Pacific Bell accused of improper lobbying after agency investigation .
By Dana DeB are
Bee Stair Writer

)q (_ 81-e e
(0

7
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SAN FRANCISCO - Plans to open up
California's local telephone market hit a
sudden roadblock on Wednesday, when
state regulators rescinded their recent
decision to allow compPtition for localarea toll calls.
The California Puhlic Utilities Commission agreed to undo its landmark tollcall vote because of charges of improper

last-m;nute lobby;ng by Padfic Bell, the
It could also .-.open the hotly debated
state's biggest local phone company.
question of how phone rates should be
"The five of us must deal with the aile- structured under the new system.
~ations th~t our t~chnical i~plemen.t~Under the Ian a roved last month b
tion was tam ted by mappropnate parbct- th PUC
~d h
d p d li y
pati?n I by the phon.e company)," said lo:al-are~ ~:lle~a~: _ cal~v:ucho a~etho:~
Dame) Fessler, chairman of the five- f
S
t t A b
M
. .
rom
acramen o o u urn or arysmem ber comm1ss1on.
.ll
The PUC's decision means that compe- VI e.
titian in the local toll-call market- previBut the cost of basic local phone service
ously scheduled to begin on Jan. 1 - will would have been allowed to rise by more
now be delayed for months.
than 56 percent, jumping from $8.35 to

f

hou~-:

$13 a month fo, most Sacramento
holds.
.' ;
PUC officials said Wednesday that thfy
re?Ia~n commit~ed to the overall go~ ..fl(;
brmgmg long-dtstance-style competition·
to the market fo~ local toll calls.
• :
At the same t1me, they reopened th8U'·
d ectslon-ma
· .
k"mg process by gtvmg
· ·
th e.1
public three more weeks- until Oct. 26 -;
to submit comments on details of the pro-·
'
Please see PHONES, pare re:

..•

Phones: Probe results to be made public
tended to regulate their firms.
Continued from page Fl .
posed changes.
They claimed that one Pacific Bell staffer in
PUC officials also promised to make public particular- Jerry Oliver, the company's directhe results of an in-house investigation into tor of competition proceedings - actually
the charges of improper lobbying by Pacific helped write the new policy during a rushed
Bell.
all-night session just hours before the meet"A report on this episode ... is clearly owed ing.
to the people of California," Fessler said.
"It looks like the fox was guarding the hen
The charges and the investigation focus on house," said Audrie Krause, director of Tothe last-minute frenzy t-o draw up the new ward Utility Rate Normalization, a San Francompetitive rules and rate structure before the cisco-based consumer group.
commission's Sept. 17 meeting.
Pacific Bell denied that its starr had violated
In the final weeks before the meeting, the
PUC staffers who were drafting the new policy any PUC procedures. "I'm not aware of anyhad sought technical and statistical help from thing they did that violated the rules," said
experts with the state's leading phone compa- John Gueldner, vice president of regulatory afnies. The company experts signed non-disclo- fairs for the Pacific Bell.
sure agreements, promising to represent the
But several state legislators called for an ininterests of the PUC and not their employers.
vest igution into the decision-making process.
But consumer groups claimed the phone And PUC Commissioner Norman Shumway company stniTers went well beyond number- whu hud been in charge of drafting the toll-call
crunching- In shnping thl' rules thnt werl' in· poli1·.v n•quPsted an in-house investigation

Those concerns took on new life W~dnesdm
when the commission rescinded its decision. PUC officials said they hope to complete
their in-house investigation into the lobbying
charges by the middle of next week.
But it is unclear what will happen to thl·
toll-call plan and rate changes ufter that.
Phone company executives said they hopl'
the PUC will stick to looking at narrow procedural issues, so as to avoid long delays in implementing toll-call competition. "If the comments open up every issue, there's a lot of
potential delay," said Pacific Bell's GUl·ldner.
But consumer advocates said till• PU C
should reconsider the entire proposal - esperially the rate hikes for basic local service.
"We think additional hearint!S need to be
held on thE' impact of the rat!' c.·angcs," said
TURN's Krause. "But what the PlTC is likelv
to do, in my cynical view, is let the nnmnenl~
gather dust, and l'ome back and vote the saml'
derision ..

PUC Toii.~Call Probe
Finds Rules Were Broken
But report stops short of placing blame on Pac Bell
lol,r/
t• 1\

Pac Bell defended its employee. "We
are emphatic 1n our support for Jerry OU·
An internal investigation by the ver," said John Gueldner, a Pac Bell vice
state Publte UtHIUes Commilsion has president. ''He acted with the belt of in·
found that a Paeifte Bell employee 1m· tentions and belleved what he dld wu acproperly illflueneed the ageney's land· cording to an the rules."
mark decision to open up local toll call·
'Ib ~Aloded h th
tng to eompetition.
e ..ue up
w en e consumer watchdog group TURN (Toward Utmty
The finding comes a week after the Rate Normallzatton> accused Pacific Bell
five memben of the PUC, in an effort to of improperly lobbying the PUC.
quell an uproar over the apparent imp~
Because of the complexity of tha 2~·
prtettes, voted unantmously to rescind ita
decision and reopen the debate over local year-old rate case, PUC had taken the UD·
usual - but legally legitimate - step of
toll competition.
uldDg for help from technical experts at
The order would have cut the cost of Pac Belland GTE, the state's second·larglocal toll calls by 60 percent, while ra111Dg · est provider of local telephone service.
To prevent the participants from lobbying,
they were not allowed to have dl·
to
rect contact with PUC declston·maken
and were barred from giving advice on
po11cy questions.

Sf
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PUC expects issue a
new decision next year

the price of bulc monthly service by u
much as 96 percent.
The PUC investigation found that com·
mission procedures were violated when
Jerry Oliver, Pac Bell's executive director
for competitive proceedings, contributed
bJB poUcy expertise to the drafting of the
decision.

The probe said that OUver was brought
in during the flnal month of drafting the
declston to offer poUcy expertise, and that
PUC rules also were violated when he
helped an adviser to commissioner Norman Shumway draft key elements of the
declston.
To avoid such improprieties, the report

called on the PUC to abandon ita practice
of using technical expert1 from the com''There wu inappropriate advocacy panieait regulates and Instead hire its own
and access to the flnal decilton-maldng · experts or train existing penouel to deal

process," the PUC report concluded. But it
stopped short of plactng the blame on Pac
Bell or on its staff, and dld not say whether
any action would be taken agalnst the
phone company or the PUC.

with technical questions.
After reopening the canceled declston
to debate, the PUC expects to issue a new
dectslon early next year.

Telecommunications
Free-for-All Will
Need Tough Cop
• Regulators: The state PUC must make
su~e the comi-:t;S. ~ew Ip(9~m~ti9~ Age will

benefit both consumers arid providers.
· ~MAR'fiiAGIOVES',• t"j'\,•":!' ~i• ·~
TIMES STAFF WRITER

.
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r, SAN .FRANCISCQ-.t\s. california' (ligests the Public
Utilities Commission's proposal for a qrave, new world of
C;figital information, .one ~hinS.Js. cl~: The ~olden State
·Win be the Wild W&t: of •· the ·t~ecommunications
business, and the PUC will have to be one tough sheriff
t~ make sure the transition goes smoothly.
If the PUC has its way, by 1997 the state's telecommuNEWS ANALYSI~ \

I

nications markets will be opened to unbridled competition. and all residents will have access to digital services
such as interactive entertainment, long-distance learning and video telephones. To make that happen, in 1994
the agency plans to radically reduce its regulation of the
industry, in hopes of fostering new services and making
California mort' competitive.
t~
.
The PUC'a plana ln 'lik~lthood mean that businesses
and consumers will have a choice of where to buy phone
aerYiee', -and th8t a'tleaat one choice
will be what we now call cable
television companies. Indeed, the
-~fomia Cable Television Assn.
~ft;mt!ty welcomed the call for
··th
competition.
C's announcement will
·also probably mean a host of new
-~ities for Pacific Bell, the
sW~;e!S.1biggest phone company,
wl*hltum already announced an
amtiitiom~ effort to expand its of-
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DIDre I8I'Vicea for less
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future remainl to be lee!L -Aa
tldnp stand, a' welter ol federal
and state laws aad '· replations
govern telecommunications, and
the industry is barging ahead with
ambitious plans involving fiberoptic wiring, satellites, wireless
networks and other advanced systems.
· .. 1 . i
It all reminds Michael Shames, a
consumer advocate, .of ·the diminutive person
sayi ·· · laking
her three
· out
for a
UIIJ

taking

PUC~

.
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As the competitive environment
shifts, the PUC's role will move
from regulator to traffic cop and
referee. It will be up to the PUC to
keep information providers in line,
to champion the cause of consumers and to ensure that California
does not develop a chasm between
information haves and have-nots,
both telecommunications companies and consumer advocates say.
"The commiBBion has to be willing to show its holster and draw
when some of the industry participants inevitably get out of line,"
said Sh.ames, executive director of
Utility Consumers Action Network
in San Diego.
For consumers, the key issues as
the marketplace metamorphoses
will be affordability and accessibility of services.
Companies, meanwhile, will be
pursuing the legislative and regulatory changes necessary to ,ensure
a level playing field. For all'this to
happen, for example, eon,ess will
have to change laws to make it
possible for phone and cable companies to enter each other's resp~tlve businesses. And the Legislature will have to rework laws to
allow changes in the way service
for the poor and residents of remote areas is funded.
~
Cable companies want to make
S\lfe Plu~!l-~-~9~es C!:_h't iubsidlze · telecommuntcat1oiiii.. 1nfra -structure with ratepayers• money.
Phone companin waqt tQ....1naure
· tbat other competitors pay their
fatr _share or. providing
trsal ~·
sel"Vlce.
.
·
•. ..
'\Vlth those provisos, th~DC~
proPosal to overhaul the
versai service is fund~ l,n ~or
nta drew praise fron;t Ciablt! .' llJild
telephone companies. As it 18, .customers of the local telephone monopoly companles-~~~P.acific ·
BeU ancJGTE-Dllllf'~ ser- .
-almaat'.'
f(jr tllili.
di' • . d .
~ ,poor. ..... . .,~
1.,

.untr·

w"i-t'unl:. .,

I

.-.t~~~o
.. .~·
e& lcpened to rivals. - .... - ..::..
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But skeptics also note that many
of the new technologies now being
disCuSsed have been touted before.
Having the capability to develop
new services and actually getting
th~ ,l~quipment in place and in
widespread use are two different
things.
·· '1weniy years ago, we talked
about a wired nation, with linked
classrooms, medical care for people
in remote clinics, video phones,"
said A. Michael Noll, dean of the
Annenberg Sc~aol for Communication at USC. "Here we are-all
the same stuff again."
Bank-at-home experiments
have inosuy failed, he noted. Tele~ctrie i8 far from commonplace.,
A¥. !f~~ p~nea are still a joke. ·

